Learning and Teaching Framework

Our Beliefs are:

• Every learner is created in the image and likeness of God and inspired by the spirit, responds with passion and creativity to life.
• Every learner seeks to find meaning in life and learning and in the Catholic Christian Tradition we find meaning in the person and teachings of Jesus to grow as pilgrim people.
• Every learner is in some respect, like all others, like some others, like no other and we respond creatively, flexibly and with a futures orientation to ensure dignity and justice for all.

• Every learner is a lifelong learner, with a desire to search for truth and do what is right; accountable for choices and responsible for actions.
• Every learner can achieve success in life and learning where diversity is valued and shared wisdom contributes to decision-making that enriches and enlivens our world.
• Every learner brings to the learning experience their own richly diverse life journey to contribute to a community in communion, empowered by the Spirit to be at the service of others.

Teaching is:

• a ministry and invokes a commitment to live out the mission of Jesus
• relational with a shared responsibility to educate for the common good
• visible, explicit and responsive, creating equity and excellence for all learners

As a Catholic Christian community, we educate all to live the gospel of Jesus Christ as successful, creative and confident, active and informed learners; empowered to shape and enrich our world.

Learning is:

• inextricably linked with living life to the full
• personal, relational and communal
• visible, active and interactive to create knowledge and meaning